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JA Our Region
JA in a Day

Your Guide to a Great Volunteer Experience
Welcome!
Thank you for devoting your time and enthusiasm to JA Our Region JA in a Day
and introducing students in your region to entrepreneurship.
As a JA Our Region JA in a Day volunteer, you join the ranks of Junior
Achievement USA, a nonprofit organization that has contributed to the
business and economic education of more than 100 million young people
around the world since its founding in 1919.
Junior Achievement USA extends its gratitude to the following JA Area Offices
for their work in piloting the traditional JA Our Region program.
JA of Arizona
JA of New Jersey
JA of Northern Indiana
JA of Oklahoma

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
JA of Southeast Texas

JA of Southwest New England
JA of Utah
JA of Wisconsin
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Before You Begin
What You and Your Students Are About to Accomplish
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT
GOALS

JA OUR REGION GOALS

You will work toward achieving JA’s three Pillars of Student Success:

•
•
•

Work readiness
Financial literacy
Entrepreneurship

You will be introducing fourth-grade students to:

•
•
•

Entrepreneurship
A practical approach to starting a business
Social studies learning objectives, including regions, resources,
supply chains, and problem solving

In addition, JA Our Region JA in a Day supports Common Core State
Standards learning objectives.
GOALS OF YOUR FIVE
SESSIONS

At the conclusion of your five JA Our Region JA in a Day sessions,
students will be able to:

•

Identify the entrepreneurial skills they have and those they
would like to have.

•

Discuss how entrepreneurs use a community’s resources to
produce goods and services.

•

Describe the skills, tasks, and concepts that an entrepreneur
must master to start a successful business.

•

Explain how trade between nations affects their relationships
with each other.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020

The Volunteer Conduct Standards
Junior Achievement (JA) serves youth.
WHY THE STANDARDS
ARE IMPORTANT

JA volunteers teach valuable lessons in their program delivery and
especially in their conduct with students.
Adult misconduct with or in the presence of youths carries serious
consequences. Because Junior Achievement cares that its volunteers
have healthy, appropriate relationships with the youths they serve, it
has established its Volunteer Conduct Standards.
Junior Achievement staff conveys these standards IN WRITING to all
volunteers prior to their first visit to the classroom. JA staff also review
these standards verbally with volunteers teaching for the first time.
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Please be sure to read the standards now.

•

Young people look to adults for examples of appropriate
behavior. JA volunteers must use appropriate language and
model honorable behavior, such as respect, integrity, honesty,
and excellence. Profanity or sexualized language or jokes are
inappropriate when working with students regardless of whether
it occurs face-to-face, over the Internet, or by any other means.
JA strictly forbids violating any state law regarding interactions
with youths; for example, providing them alcohol or legal or
illegal drugs, or coaxing them into illicit relationships over the
Internet or otherwise. Volunteers must take particular care when
touching youths. Most adults understand the difference between
appropriate physical contact such as a handshake or pat on
the back, and contact that is sexual or disrespectful. Volunteers
also must be cognizant of how any physical contact may be
perceived.

•

Interactions with students must both be appropriate and appear
appropriate. It is expected that volunteers’ interactions with
students are at all times appropriate and professional, and are
strictly related to the role of business mentor. It is unacceptable to
seek or engage in one-to-one meetings with students at any time.

Use Adobe Acrobat• Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Volunteers are responsible for the quality of interactions.
Students often find it difficult to state discomfort or objections.
Volunteers must be especially sensitive to physical and verbal
cues that youths provide.

•

Volunteers will be presenting, facilitating and discussing various
programs, content and ideas with students that are likely owned
by JA, its licensors or the students. A primary purpose of the JA
programs is to encourage creativity by the students. By working
with JA and the students, Volunteer agrees that they do not
obtain any intellectual property rights therein, will not seek
ownership in or to contest those intellectual property rights, and
will not attempt to secure trademark, patent or other intellectual
property rights or registrations therein without prior written
consent from Junior Achievement USA.

The aforementioned standards do not represent a comprehensive
list. Other actions not included could result in suspension or
dismissal as a volunteer. Junior Achievement takes all complaints
of misconduct seriously. Credible allegations of misconduct will
be promptly reported to the appropriate authorities. During any
such investigation, the JA volunteer will not perform services as a
JA volunteer. If an investigation determines misconduct occurred,

4
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it will result in the immediate and permanent dismissal as a JA
volunteer. Any JA staff member or volunteer who reasonably
suspects misconduct must report these suspicions immediately to
the appropriate JA staff person with their JA Area.
Please be sure to sign the form.
Junior Achievement volunteers are required to sign a Volunteer
Conduct Standards Form. If you have not done so, please contact
your local JA Area office before your JA Our Region JA in a Day
presentation.

More Information for You and the Teacher
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT
PROGRAMS

What is the objective of JA USA programs?
As the nation’s largest organization dedicated to educating students
in grades K–12 about entrepreneurship, work readiness, and
financial literacy, JA USA develops and delivers experiential, hands-on
programs that help young people understand the economics of life.

Who develops JA programs?
All Junior Achievement programs are developed by the Education
Group, and are piloted in classrooms and in after-school settings
around the nation.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Members of the Junior Achievement USA Education Group who
contribute to the development of JA Our Region JA in a Day have
earned postgraduate degrees in education and business, have
experience in the classroom, and are experts in curriculum
development and design.

How are the programs delivered?
Programs are delivered in partnership with businesses and
educators.

What is the academic content of programs?
With a primary emphasis on social studies learning, JA elementary
school programs also emphasize mathematics, reading, and
writing skills.
In addition, programs show students the connection between
education and the workplace.
For more information, go to https://www.juniorachievement.org.
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JA in a Day Implementation Model
JA in a Day implementation allows the traditional five-week JA Our
Region curriculum to be taught in a single day. Students will earn a
Certificate of Achievement at the conclusion of the program. Taking
a short break between sessions is recommended.

•
•

Each JA in a Day session lasts 35–40 minutes.

•

Use the breaks to allow students to stand and stretch, use
the restroom (upon teacher approval), and to give you an
opportunity to prepare for the next session.

•

Consider asking the classroom teacher to help you plan sessions
and breaks around the class-day schedule.

Plan at least two 5–10 minute break periods during your
teaching time.

Thank You
You are about to give students the gift of facts and ideas that can
open the door to the world of business. Add in students’ own
imaginations and talents, and there’s no limit to what they might
accomplish. You have Junior Achievement’s sincere gratitude and
congratulations for the important work you are about to do.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
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Check Out These Teaching Tips and Tools
ONLINE TRAINING

TRAINING SESSIONS
ARRANGE TO MEET WITH
THE TEACHER BEFORE
YOUR PRESENTATION
BEGINS

You can do it. See on JA’s website examples of volunteers just like
you in action, and get guidance on everything from meeting with
the teacher and presenting sessions to working with students and
managing the class. Go to https://www.juniorachievement.org,
scroll to the bottom of the page, and select “Go to the JA Central
page.“ Once there, select JA Volunteer Training. For even more
support, watch the volunteer training videos.
Call your JA Area to find out if in-person volunteer training sessions
are offered nearby.
Try to get together briefly with the teacher a few days before your
session or 15 minutes immediately before your presentation.

•

Consider asking for help writing students’ names on the Table
Tents (or you can have students fill in their Tents themselves).

•
•

Briefly go over the day’s sessions and activities.

•

Get advice on arranging the room for activities and hanging
posters.

Coordinate with the teacher on how best to present digital
assets if available.

Use Adobe Acrobat• Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Consider asking the teacher to help you keep track of the time
during the sessions and assist with classroom management.

Organize Your Materials
YOUR KIT

Your kit includes all the ready-to-use materials you will need to
conduct each session’s activities and exercises.
A Master List of Materials appears on the following page. Digital
assets and downloads are also listed.

ORGANIZE SESSION
MATERIALS

Consider placing each session’s materials into its own large
envelope or bag labeled on the outside with the appropriate session
number. The Master List is a comprehensive inventory of items
included in the JA Our Region kit.

JA Our Region | JA in a Day
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Master List of Materials
Qty

Item #

Image

Item

1

2

3

4

5

1

EMH1

Junior Achievement Banner

●

●

●

●

●

32

EMH4

Table Tents

●

●

●

●

●

2

E401

Guides for Volunteers and Teachers

●

●

●

●

●

JA in a Day Guide for Volunteers and Teachers
(download only)

●

●

●

●

●

What Does an Entrepreneur Look Like? Poster
(digital asset available)

●

Vocabulary Flash Card Set (a–f; digital asset available)

●

JA Our Region

®

JA in a Day

1

Guide for Volunteers and Teachers

Upper Elementary Grades

E401 JA Our Region Volunteer Guide.indd 1

5/31/16 3:33 PM

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
1

E426

E425

business

●

●

●

●

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425a Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 1

E425

resource

Vocabulary Flash Card Set (g–l; digital asset available)

●

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425g Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 2

E425

advertising

Vocabulary Flash Card Set (m–r; digital asset available)

●

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425m Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 3

E425

reward

Vocabulary Flash Card Set (s–v; digital asset available)

●

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425s Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 4

E425

supplier

Vocabulary Flash Card Set (w–y; digital asset available)

●

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425w Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 5

32

8

E428

My Entrepreneur Traits Cards
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Master List of Materials
Qty

Item #

Image

Item

1

2

3

4

5

JA Our Region®

Entertainment

1

E427

Take the Challenge Poster Set (a–d)

●

©2016 (7/19) Junior Achievement USA, E427a Take the Challenge Poster, Session 1

32

E429

JA Our Region Fliers

●

1

E430

Our Resources Card Set (a–f)

●

1

E431

United States Map Poster (digital asset available)

●

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
8

E433

Hot Dog Stand Game Boards (digital asset available)

●

1

GP4x8

Game Pieces Pack (4 colors; 8 per color)

●

1

DICE8

Dice Pack (8 dice)

●

Hot Dog Stand Money Trackers (digital asset available)

●

JA Our Region®

HOT DOG STAND
MONEY TRACKER
Name

INSTRUCTIONS:

___________________________

Fill in the blanks to track your expenses and revenue as you play the Hot Dog Stand
Game. Total your expenses and revenue to show a profit or loss.

TASK 1
Buy Your Supplies.

TASK 2

32

E434

Buy Your Advertising.

EXPENSES

REVENUE

$__ __ . __ __

$__ __ . __ __

$__ __ . __ __

$__ __ . __ __

TASK 4

Total Revenue

Treat Your
Customers Well.
Get Tips.

+

+

=

Total Expenses
$__ __ . __ __

$__ __ . __ __

-

Total Revenue

=

Total Expenses

• all natural •

SUPER
DOGS

$__ __ . __ __
$__ __ . __ __

Total Revenue
$__ __ . __ __
$__ __ . __ __

hot
dog
veggie
dog

TASK 3
Set Your Price and
Sell Your Hot Dogs.

=

Profit
or
Loss

TASK 5
Record your extra
expense or revenue.

=

ADD if it is a revenue; SUBTRACT if it is an expense.

$__ __ . __ __

TASK 6
Profit or Loss?

(Circle one)
©2017 Junior Achievement USA, E434 Hot Dog Stand Money Tracker, Session 3
E434 Hot Dog Stand Money Tracker.indd 1

7/6/17 7:16 PM
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Master List of Materials
Qty

Item #

Image

Item

1

2

3

4

32

E435

Business Tasks Cards

32

E436

Problem-Solver Bookmarks

●

Problem-Solver Catchers

●

Problem-Solver Catcher Instructional Video

●

g

in
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e

an
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r Re
Ou
JA

c w
Pri m ne
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Lemonade profits fall.
You lose customers
to the corner store.

Pr

Lemonade profits fall
a bit. Loyal customers
buy your other drinks.
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po onad e S u
fre p
w
de e w sh p
ly
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d ith
m
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.

Price: The amount
charged for a
good or service.
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Customers love
the coupon. Bonus!
Smoothie sales take off!

.

Da
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0
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8

Customers grumble but
try your iced tea. Drink
sales hold steady.

Supply: The amount of
a good or service that
is available for sale.

You save a few dollars!
But the mix doesn’t taste
very good. Sales drop.

.

Ch

!

0

oz

.5

16

$3

Customers complain:
“Where’s your
backup supplier?”

ee liv n.
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g

0
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●

truc Le
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m

E437 Problem Solver Catcher.pdf

5

Problem-Solver Catcher
Separate the
instructions from
the sheet. Place the sheet
facedown (you should be
looking at the back of
the square).

Unfold
the
paper.

Bring the
bottom
corner to the upper
right to form a
triangle. Crease.

Bring
the other
two corners
together to
form a triangle.
Crease.

Unfold
the
paper.

Flip the
square over.
Fold each
corner to
the center.

Fold all four
corners to
meet at the
center.

Fold the new square
in half. Unfold the
square and fold it in half
the other way.

Slip
fingers
into the
pockets.
Open and
close the
catcher.

World Flag Match
Draw a line to match each supply chain country with
its flag.

JA Our Region®

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
China

Name ________________________________

Supply Chain Flier

Brazil

Japan

Ireland

32

E438
Mexico

Germany

South Korea

Supply Chain Fliers
(Augmented Reality (AR) app available)

●

United States

Canada

Dear Parent or Caregiver:

Augmented Reality Activity 2: Have your child match the
supply chain countries with their national flags. Point your
phone’s camera to the World Flag Match activity. Tap on a
country and then the country’s flag to make a match.
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, E438 Supply Chain Flier,
Session 5

Have extra fun with this flier and Junior Achievement’s new augmented
reality (AR) mobile app. It’s fun, and it’s free!
● Go to iTunes or the Google Play store. Search to find JA Interactive.
Then, download the app to your phone or tablet.
● Tap on the app to open it. When the app opens for the first time, it
will ask if it can use your camera. Tap “yes.” Then, you’re all set.
● Find the first AR activity on the inside of the flier. The second one
appears on the back cover.

1

E439

Supply Chain Sticker Sheet Set (a–i; 72 pieces)

●

8

E440

Supply Chain Computer Assembly Sheets

●

32

E411

Entrepreneur Eraselets

●

32

E404

Certificates of Achievement

●

10
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Digital Assets for Volunteers and Teachers
Augmented Reality
An augmented reality
learning app is available
for the How the Supply
Chain Works and World
Flag Match activities in
the Supply Chain Flier.
See the AR instructions
on Page 16 and in the flier
for more information.

Here is the information you need to access the digital assets used in
this program.

•
•
•
•

Go to CrossKnowledge at https://learn.ja.org.
 og in with your username and password. If you don’t have
L
credentials, please contact your local JA staff.
Select JA Our Region under My JA Courses—Resources.
Under Digital Assets, select an item from the menu. Select
to launch the item.

Download Surveys
Your JA Area Office may ask you to administer Pre- and PostProgram Student Surveys to measure what your students achieve.

•

Download
https://www.juniorachievement.org/web/programs/resources.

•

Select JA Our Region , the Surveys Folder, and then the JAID
subfolder.

Use Adobe Acrobat• Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Print out 32 Pre-Program Student Surveys and 32 Post-Program
Surveys.

Before your first session begins:

•

Have students complete the Pre-Program Survey .

Before the last session ends:

•

Have students complete the Post-Program Survey .

A JA program manager will collect the completed surveys from you.
Reminder: At the program’s conclusion, you may access an online
survey at https://www.juniorachievement.org/web/programs/
resources to give feedback about your experience. Select JA Our
Region and then Surveys. Please take a moment to complete the
survey. Your comments will help improve the quality of JA programs.
Digital Assets: If you use the digital resources for this program,
please complete the following surveys:
Educator, volunteer, staff survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/jaourregion
Student survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/jaourregionstudent

JA Our Region | JA in a Day
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Learn About the Sessions
Familiarize yourself in advance with each session. A session-bysession overview follows.

Overall:

•

Sessions begin with the session’s title, completion time, and
objectives.

•

Following each session’s introduction are instructions for
activities and exercises.

•

Sessions include titled activities, each separated by a horizontal
graphic divider and an allotted approximate time interval to help
with pacing.

•

Boldface headings within an activity alert you to the main idea of
each section of the activity.

•

Bullet points delineate volunteer instructions. Each bulleted
point starts with an action verb to tell you what you need to do,
show, or explain to students.

•

Images of the session materials appear next to the bullet points
to enable you to identify what to show or where to direct the
students’ attention.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
•
•

Presentation tips will help you work with young learners.
The following icons give directions on what to do during an activity,
and will help you keep your place and prepare for next steps.
Say this: Specific language for you to use when speaking to
the students
Ask this: Direct questions for you to ask students that will
propel instruction forward
Add this: Space provided to add your own content

Session-by-Session Overview
SESSION ONE
BE AN ENTREPRENEUR

Learning Goal: Students learn about entrepreneurs.

What does it cover?
Students explore businesses started by entrepreneurs and the
character traits common to entrepreneurs.

12
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What does it accomplish?
After the session, students will be able to:

•

Define the terms:
¡¡ Business
¡¡ Entrepreneur
¡¡ Innovation
¡¡ Invent
¡¡ Region
¡¡ Trait

•

Identify character traits that are common to successful
entrepreneurs.

•

Relate entrepreneurial character traits to their own skills and
abilities.

Preparation: Print the pre-program student survey; print the
students’ names on the Table Tents to save time; post the Junior
Achievement Banner, Take the Challenge Posters (a-d), and What
Does an Entrepreneur Look Like? Poster.
Digital Assets: Vocabulary Flash Cards, What Does an Entrepreneur
Look Like? Poster
SESSION TWO
RESOURCES—TOOLS
FOR ENTREPRENEURS

Learning Goal: Students learn how resources affect an
entrepreneur’s ability to provide products and services in a region.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
What does it cover?
Students learn how a region’s natural, human, and capital resources
affect the kind of business an entrepreneur might want to start.

What does it accomplish?
After the session, students will be able to:

•

Define the terms:
¡¡ Resource
¡¡ Natural resources
¡¡ Human resources
¡¡ Capital resources
¡¡ Goods
¡¡ Services

•

Describe how entrepreneurs use resources to provide products
and services.

JA Our Region | JA in a Day
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Preparation: Post the United States Map Poster.
Digital Assets: Vocabulary Flash Cards, What Does an Entrepreneur
Look Like? Poster, United States Map Poster
SESSION THREE
HOT DOG STAND GAME

Learning Goal: Students learn how resources affect an
entrepreneur’s ability to provide products and services in a region.

What does it cover?
Students learn:

•

The fundamental tasks a business owner performs (buys
supplies, buys advertising, sets prices and sells, earns tips, and
deals with the business’s ups and downs).

•

How these variables affect the business’s profit or loss.

What does it accomplish?
After the session, students will be able to:

•

Define the terms:
¡¡ Advertising
¡¡ Customer
¡¡ Expense
¡¡ Loss
¡¡ Profit
¡¡ Revenue

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
•
•

Track expenses and revenue, and calculate profit or loss.
Explain the importance of keeping an accurate account of a
business’s revenues and expenses.

Preparation: Organize game materials into eight sets for four
players each; review the instructions and layout of the Hot Dog
Stand Game Board and Hot Dog Stand Money Tracker (consider
using the digital assets to present the activity, if available); explain
the activity before separating the class into groups or handing out
materials.
Digital Assets: Vocabulary Flash Cards, What Does an Entrepreneur
Look Like? Poster, Hot Dog Stand Game Board, Hot Dog Stand
Money Tracker
SESSION FOUR
ENTREPRENEURS
SOLVE PROBLEMS

14

Learning Goal: Students gain experience coming up with multiple
solutions to a problem, weighing the potential risks and rewards of
each, and tracking the outcome of their decisions.

JA Our Region | JA in a Day
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What does it cover?
Students learn:

•
•

How entrepreneurs meet business challenges.
The steps involved in solving problems, evaluating possible
solutions, and determining the success of decisions.

What does it accomplish?
After the session, students will be able to:

•

Define the terms:
¡¡ Risk
¡¡ Reward
¡¡ Price
¡¡ Supply

•

Identify potential risks and rewards in making business
decisions.

Preparation: Pre-fold a Problem-Solver Catcher; prepare the
Certificates of Achievement in advance of Session Five.
Digital Assets: Vocabulary Flash Cards, What Does an Entrepreneur
Look Like? Poster, Problem-Solver Catcher Instructional Video

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
SESSION FIVE
ENTREPRENEURS
GO GLOBAL

Learning Goal: Students are able to explain how a supply chain
works and how global supply chains can affect a business.

What does it cover?
Students learn about:

•
•

Global supply chains in manufacturing and trade.
The complexity of running a large business.

What does it accomplish?
After the session, students will be able to:

•

Define the terms:
¡¡ Interdependence
¡¡ Supplier
¡¡ Supply Chain

•

Identify links in a supply chain: raw materials, equipment,
transportation, manufacturing, distribution, sales, and purchase.

•

Demonstrate how a supply chain works.

JA Our Region | JA in a Day
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Preparation: Practice using the Entrepreneur Eraselet.
Digital Assets: Vocabulary Flash Cards, What Does an Entrepreneur
Look Like? Poster
Note: an augmented reality learning app is available for the How
the Supply Chain Works and World Flag Match activities in the Supply
Chain Flier. See the AR instructions found on the flier for more
information.
How to Get the Mobile App:

•
•
•
•
PACE SESSIONS AND
BREAKS

Go to iTunes or the Google Play store. Search to find “JA
Interactive.”
Download the app to your phone or tablet.
Tap on the app to open it.
When the app opens for the first time, it will ask if it can use your
camera. Tap “yes.”

Remember, each JA in a Day session lasts 35–40 minutes. You
will want to plan at least two 5–10 minute breaks during your
JA in a Day.
Use the breaks to give students a chance to stand and stretch, use
the restroom, etc., and to give you an opportunity to prepare for the
next session.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Consider asking your class’s teacher to help you plan sessions and
breaks around the class-day schedule, including lunch.

Pack Your Gear
Today’s the day. Remember to pack the Volunteer Guide and the
program materials in your kit.
You’re all set. Have a great JA Our Region JA in a Day!
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SESSION ONE: BE AN ENTREPRENEUR
Overview
In this 35–40 minute session, students explore well-known
businesses, their origins, and the traits common to the entrepreneurs
who started them.

Objectives
Students will be able to:

•
•

Recognize the impact entrepreneurs have on a region.
Apply traits that are common to successful entrepreneurs to their
own skills and abilities.

Materials
1 Junior Achievement
Banner

32 My Entrepreneur
Traits Cards

32 Table Tents

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
business
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425a Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 1

6 Vocabulary Flash
Cards (a–f; digital asset
available)
1 What Does an
Entrepreneur Look
Like? Poster (digital
asset available)

JA Our Region®

Entertainment

1 Take the Challenge
Poster Set (a–d)

©2016 (7/19) Junior Achievement USA, E427a Take the Challenge Poster, Session 1

32 Pens or Pencils (not
included)

Preparation
See page 12 for tips on how to prepare for this session.

Recommended Time
A JA in a Day session typically takes 35–40 minutes to complete. If
needed, ask the teacher to help you keep track of the time.

JA Our Region | JA in a Day | Session One
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10

Introduction

min.

Greet the Students
Insert your introduction
ideas here.

Presenting Tip
Display or project the
Vocabulary Flash Cards
as you present each
session’s terms.
Consider handing the
cards out in advance.
Have students “pop up”
(quickly stand) and read
aloud the definitions.

•

Greet the students. Tell them your name, describe your job, and
provide some information about your background.
¡¡ You may wish to share something special about yourself and
something special you remember about school.

•

Explain that you are a volunteer with Junior Achievement, an
organization that helps young people learn about starting
businesses.

•

Tell students that they will learn about the areas they live in and
how businesses make use of the people and things in these
areas to make and sell products or services that people need
or want.

•

Distribute the Table Tents. Ask the students to write their
names on them if you haven’t already done so.

Introduce New Vocabulary

Use Adobe Acrobat• Reader. File expires 8/15/2020

business

entrepreneur

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425a Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 1

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425b Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 1

Display or project the business flash card. Ask if anyone can
define business.
A business is an organization that makes a product
or performs a service that is sold to people, other
businesses, and the government.

•

Share with students that more than half of all businesses in the
United States are small businesses started by entrepreneurs.

•

Display or project the entrepreneur flash card.
An entrepreneur is a person who uses resources to start
a business.

Write your
entrepreneurial
experiences here.

•
•

18

We often don’t realize that entrepreneurs are all around
us and that they provide the products and services we use
every day.
Explain to students that in this session they will learn about
entrepreneurs.
¡¡

Explain that innovative people who turned their ideas into useful
products have created many of the jobs and services that we use
each day—people like Henry Ford, the founder of the Ford Motor
Company.
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•
innovation
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425c Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 1

invent
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425d Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 1

Display or project the innovation and invent flash cards. Ask
students if they have heard of the words innovate and invent.
Invite them to define these terms.
Innovation is a new device or a new way of doing
something. To invent is to make or think of something
that did not exist before.

Note entrepreneurs
from your region here.

•

Ask the students if they can name any local entrepreneurs in
their region who are innovative or have invented something.

•

Display or project the region flash card and define it for students.
A region is any geographic area, place, or space.

•
region

Broaden the discussion. Ask the students if they can name any
famous entrepreneurs. If students respond with a name, ask for
the specific business the entrepreneur started.

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425e Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 1

10

Activity: Take the Challenge

min.

Students Match Enterpreneurs with Industries

•

Point out the four Take the Challenge Posters you posted
around the room earlier.

•

Explain that the posters name business categories (Food,
Sports, Tech and Manufacturing, and Entertainment) in which
entrepreneurs have made an impact on how we live.

•

Tell students that they are going to play a game. Review the
following instructions.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Alternate Activity Option
For a less active method,
have four student
volunteers stand at the
front of the room. Give
each a poster to hold.
Have seated students
raise their hands to
indicate their choices.

First, I will say the name of an entrepreneur who has had
an impact on the United States in one of the categories
listed on the Take the Challenge Posters (Food, Sports,
Tech and Manufacturing, and Entertainment).
Take your best guess as to which poster most closely
matches the type of business the entrepreneur started.
Then go stand near that poster.

•

Ask the class to stand as you call the first name on the chart.

JA Our Region | JA in a Day | Session One
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•

Call each name on the chart. Allow students time to move to
their chosen poster. Reveal the correct answer and move to the
next name.

Entrepreneur Table
Entrepreneur Name

Correct Challenge Poster

Business or Product/Service

Tony Hawk

Sports or Tech and Manufacturing

Co-owner of Birdhouse
Skateboards, a skateboard
manufacturer

Lonnie Johnson

Tech and Manufacturing

Nuclear engineer; invented the
Super Soaker water gun

William Harley and Arthur Davidson

Tech and Manufacturing

Harley-Davidson Motor Company;
introduced its first production
motorcycle in 1903

Rachael Ray

Food or Entertainment

Cookbooks and cookware brands;
lifestyle magazines; television
personality

LeBron James

Sports or Tech and Manufacturing

Owns a marketing agency; sports
shoe and sport merchandise brand;
NBA star with two NBA titles

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Jeff Kinney

Entertainment

Best-selling children’s book author;
creator of the Diary of a Wimpy Kid
series

Maria de Lourdes Sobrino

Food

Founder and CEO of Lulu’s ready-toeat gelatin desserts

Add local entrepreneurs and their
businesses or products in the blank
spaces below.
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•

Ask the students to return to their seats. Emphasize that
entrepreneurs make a big impact on the lives of people in a
region―even if people only recognize a product but not who
created it.

•

Explain to the students that successful entrepreneurs take risks
and learn as they go, overcoming past mistakes to have a greater
chance at future success.
If you were to interview a successful entrepreneur, what
questions would you ask him or her?
Possible answers: Why did you choose your business over
others? What are the risks and rewards that come with running
your business? What sets your business apart from those of
your competitors?

Activity: My Entrepreneurial Traits

15

min.

Identify Entrepreneurial Traits

•

Tell the students that they are going to examine characteristics
common to entrepreneurs and decide if they have those traits.

Use Adobe Acrobat• Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Point to or project the trait flash card and define the term.

trait

A trait is a special quality or characteristic.

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425f Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 1

•

Explain that a trait is not a temporary condition such as being
cold or hungry. Traits are part of a person’s personality.
¡¡

¡¡

Being imaginative, clever, hard-working, athletic, or musical
are all traits.
Being tired, hungry, or angry are not traits.
What traits or qualities would a successful entrepreneur
need?
Possible answers: Examples of positive traits include being
hard-working and responsible.

•

Explain that all entrepreneurs have different qualities and
talents, but they share some common characteristics that make
them successful.
¡¡

The good news is that even if students don’t have these traits
today, they can work on developing them and others.

JA Our Region | JA in a Day | Session One
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•

Display or project the What Does an Entrepreneur Look Like?
Poster. Read aloud a few of the traits listed.
1. Distribute a My Entrepreneur Traits Card to each student.
Instruct students to write their names at the top of their
cards.
2. Explain to students that they will take an inventory of their
traits that will make them successful entrepreneurs.
3. Ask students to read each trait on their cards and circle
the traits they have and underline those they hope to have
someday.

•

Allow students 5–7 minutes to complete their cards. Ask for
volunteers to name their strongest traits.
How might you go about developing the positive
entrepreneurial skills you wish to have?
Possible answer: through repetition and practice
Think of these traits as muscles you want to build.
Through repetition and practice, future entrepreneurs
will someday become better equipped to enter the real
world of business.

Use Adobe Acrobat• Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Conclude the discussion by asking students to name three traits
from the poster or card that help entrepreneurs be successful.
Can you think of other traits that successful
entrepreneurs have?
Possible answers: collaboration, critical thinking, concern for
others, etc.

•

Invite a few students to add the traits to the poster.

2–3

Transition

min.

Transition from Entrepreneurial Traits to Resources and
Regions

22

•

Remind students that entrepreneurs have or acquire special
traits, and their businesses impact regions around the country.

•

Tell students that in Session Two, they will see how
entrepreneurs use resources in their region and community to
create businesses.
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SESSION TWO: RESOURCES—TOOLS FOR
ENTREPRENEURS
Overview
In this 35–40 minute session, students are introduced to resources
and how entrepreneurs use resources to offer products and
services in a region.

Objectives
Students will be able to:

•
•

Recognize natural, human, and capital resources.
Analyze products and services that can be offered by using
resources.

Materials
1 Junior Achievement
Banner

32 JA Our Region Fliers

32 Table Tents

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
resource
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425g Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 2

6 Vocabulary Flash
Cards (g–l; digital asset
available)

1 Our Resources Card
Set (a–f)

1 What Does an
Entrepreneur Look
Like? Poster (digital
asset available)

1 United States Map
Poster (digital asset
available)
32 Pens or Pencils (not
included)

Preparation
See page 13 for tips on how to prepare for this session.

Recommended Time
This session should take 35–40 minutes to complete. If needed, ask
the teacher to help you keep track of the time.

JA Our Region | JA in a Day | Session Two
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10

Introduction

min.

Introduce the Map of the United States

•
•

Display or project the United States Map Poster.

•

Ask for volunteers to identify features they recognize on the
map. If not mentioned, point out:

Distribute the JA Our Region Fliers. Have students write their
names at the top of their fliers and open them to the United
States Map inside.

¡¡
¡¡
¡¡
¡¡

•

time zones
compass rose
Great Lakes
major rivers, mountains, and oceans

Point to your state and name its capital or ask where it is
located.
What is the geographic location of our region within our
state?
Possible answers: northwest, southeast, etc.

Use Adobe Acrobat• Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Point out that an easier way to examine the United States is to
divide it into regions. Every U.S. region has different features,
populations, industries, and resources. Having similar land
features, such as mountains or lakes, can unite a region.

Presenting Tip

Hold up the Vocabulary
Cards as you present the
session’s terms.
Consider handing the
cards out in advance.
Have students “pop up”
(quickly stand) and read
aloud the definitions.

resource
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425g Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 2
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The United States can be divided into regions in many
different ways.

•

Explain that regional resources are the focus throughout today’s
session.

•

Ask students to find the “Vocabulary to Know” section on the
cover of their fliers. Tell the students that you would like to
introduce them to the vocabulary they need to know and use in
today’s session.

•

Display or project the resource flash card and ask a student
volunteer to read the definition of resource from the flier.
A resource is something that is used to produce a good
or service.

Session Two | JA Our Region | JA in a Day
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Activity: Create a Regional Business

25

min.

Learn New Vocabulary
Local Resources
Examples

•

Explain to the students that today they will pretend to be
entrepreneurs who are moving to a new region to start a
business using the resources available in that area.
Resources include buildings, tools, and machines that
businesses use to make and sell goods and services.

•

Tell the students that you will organize them into groups to do
the activity.
As entrepreneurs, you will use local resources to create a
new business.

•

Revisit the United States Map Poster.
How are states different from one another?
Possible answers: weather, jobs, crops, or industry, such as
timber, oil, or auto manufacturing

•

Have students discuss what kinds of jobs found in Alaska, for
example, might not be found in Florida.

•

Organize the students into six groups. Distribute an Our
Resources Card to each group.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
¡¡

¡¡

Tell the students to look closely at their cards. Each card
represents a region in the United States.
The resources listed on the cards are the building blocks they
will use to create their businesses.

•

Explain that there are three types of resources that
entrepreneurs need to start a business in a region: natural,
capital, and human. Display or project the human, natural, and
capital resource cards.

•

Have a student read aloud the definition of each type of
resource from the Our Resources Card. Repeat the definition
after the student reads it. Ask students to provide examples of
each type of resource and include local resources as well.
Human resources are people who do the work that
businesses need.

human
resources
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425i Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 2

¡¡

Examples: store employees, factory workers, and office
employees

JA Our Region | JA in a Day | Session Two
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¡¡

Provide examples of local businesses and the different types
of jobs or tasks they require.
Natural resources are things that occur naturally, such as
air, water, minerals, and trees.

natural
resources
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425j Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 2

¡¡

Provide local examples, such as snow, beaches, specific
crops, minerals, or bodies of water.
Capital resources are buildings, tools, and machines that
businesses use.

capital
resources

¡¡

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425h Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 2

¡¡

•

goods

Provide local examples, such as factories, office buildings,
lawn mowers, snowplows, and self-serve soda machines at a
fast-food restaurant.
Ask each group to read each type of resource listed on its
card. Ask the students for examples.

Introduce the two remaining terms to the students. Hold up the
goods flash card.

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425k Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 2

When entrepreneurs use resources to start businesses,
they are either selling a good or a service.
Goods are items that can be bought or sold.
¡¡

Examples of goods: car, cell phone, hamburger, lemonade,
and clothing

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
•

Hold up the services flash card.

Services are work done for others, such as haircuts or car
repairs.

services
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425l Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 2

¡¡

Examples of services: cleaning, delivering packages, tutoring,
and dog grooming

Use the Our Resources Cards to Create Businesses
1. Remind groups that they represent regions in the United States.
2. Ask students to review the resources they have been given in
their regions and brainstorm possible businesses they could
start that use those resources. Have students record their work
in Box 1 on the cover of their JA Our Region Fliers.
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If a group struggles to identify a business, offer the following
suggestions for each:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Card A: Lemonade stand or T-shirt sales
Card B: Food market or restaurant
Card C: Jewelry store
Card D: Fast-food restaurant or concession stand
Card E: Fish market or restaurant
Card F: Home improvement store or furniture store

3. Ask each group to brainstorm a specific good or service its
business could offer for sale using the resources.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Card A: Fruit or cotton products
Card B: Barbeque restaurant or caterer
Card C: Necklaces, rings, or beaded trinkets
Card D: Hamburgers or chicken sandwiches
Card E: Fish sold to grocers or fish sold to restaurants
Card F: Raw lumber or wood-based products (furniture,
decorations, etc.)

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Presenting Tip

After the activity,
consider collecting and
then redistributing the
resource cards. Ask the
groups, “How well would
your business do in this
region? What problems
might you face in this
region that you didn’t
face in the other?”

4. Ask each group to brainstorm possible names for its new
business. Tell them that naming a business is important to its
success. The name should differ from competitors and should
communicate what good or service is being offered.
5. Debrief the activity when students have finished their work.
Invite discussions about the following questions:

What if you had to relocate your business to a region of
the country where little grows and there are few natural
resources? Would your business survive? Why or why not?

JA Our Region | JA in a Day | Session Two
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5

Transition

min.

Transition from Regions and Resources to the Flow of Money

•

Remind students that entrepreneurs start businesses in regions
that are united by similar characteristics.

•

Tell students that they will play a fun game in Session Three to
see how money flows in and out of a business.

•

You may wish to take a 5–10 minute break at this point in the
program and allow students to stand and stretch, use the
facilities, etc. Ask the teacher for his/her recommendation on
the length and timing of the break. Plan on at least two breaks
during your JA in a Day.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
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SESSION THREE: HOT DOG STAND GAME
Overview
In this 35–40 minute session, students learn the basic tasks performed
by a business owner.

Objectives
Students will be able to:

•
•

Recognize the fundamental tasks required to run a business.
Track the revenue and expenses of a business.

Materials
1 Junior Achievement
Banner

8 Hot Dog Stand Game
Boards (digital asset
available)

32 Table Tents
JA Our Region®

advertising

6 Vocabulary Flash
Cards (m–r; digital asset
available)

HOT DOG STAND
MONEY TRACKER
Name

INSTRUCTIONS:

___________________________

Fill in the blanks to track your expenses and revenue as you play the Hot Dog Stand
Game. Total your expenses and revenue to show a profit or loss.

EXPENSES
TASK 1
Buy Your Supplies.

TASK 2
Buy Your Advertising.

REVENUE

$__ __ . __ __

TASK 3

$__ __ . __ __

+

+

$__ __ . __ __

Set Your Price and
Sell Your Hot Dogs.

$__ __ . __ __

=

=

TASK 4
Treat Your
Customers Well.
Get Tips.

32 Hot Dog Stand Money
Trackers (digital asset
available)

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425m Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 3

Total Expenses

Total Revenue

$__ __ . __ __

$__ __ . __ __

-

Total Revenue

=

Total Expenses

1 What Does an
Entrepreneur Look
Like? Poster (digital
asset available)

• all natural •

SUPER
DOGS

$__ __ . __ __

$__ __ . __ __

Total Revenue
$__ __ . __ __
$__ __ . __ __

hot
dog
veggie
dog

Profit
or
Loss

TASK 5

Record your extra
expense or revenue.

=

ADD if it is a revenue; SUBTRACT if it is an expense.

$__ __ . __ __

TASK 6
Profit or Loss?

(Circle one)
©2017 Junior Achievement USA, E434 Hot Dog Stand Money Tracker, Session 3
E434 Hot Dog Stand Money Tracker.indd 1

7/6/17 7:16 PM

1 Game Pieces Pack
(4 colors; 8 per color)
1 Dice Pack (8 dice)

32 Business Tasks
Cards

32 Pens or Pencils (not
included)

Preparation

•
•

See page 14 for tips on how to prepare for this session.
Reminder: Place game materials in separate packets for easy
distribution.

Recommended Time
A JA in a Day session typically takes 35–40 minutes to complete. If
needed, ask the teacher to help you keep track of the time.

JA Our Region | JA in a Day | Session Three
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10

Introduction
Insert your introduction
ideas here.

min.

•

Point to the What Does an Entrepreneur Look Like?
Poster. Tell students that in this session, they will learn that
entrepreneurs must earn money to stay in business. To do that,
entrepreneurs need to understand the “business basics.”

Introduce New Vocabulary
The six business basics are: advertising, expense, revenue,
customer, profit, and loss.
Advertising is persuading customers to buy a good or
service.
advertising

expense

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425m Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 3

An expense is money spent for something.

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425o Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 3

Revenue is money earned from sales.
customer

revenue
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425r Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 3

profit

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425n Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 3

loss

A customer is a person who buys something.
Profit is when a business makes more money in sales
than it spends on expenses.
Loss is when a business pays more in expenses than it
makes in sales.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425q Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 3

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425p Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 3

Vocabulary Review Exercise
1. Distribute the Business Tasks Cards. Have students write their
names on their cards and fill in the blanks.
2. Read aloud Task 1 from the card.
Pay for the resources you need for your business. These
are your
.
3. The correct word can be found in the Word Bank at the top
of the card. Have students fill in the blank to complete the
sentence.
Correct word: expenses
4. Continue reading aloud the tasks from the card. With each task,
students should fill in the blanks on their cards with the correct
answer. (Note: Making good “decisions” also is a business basic
task. Decision making is discussed further in Session Four.)
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Answer Key
Pay for the resources you need for your business. These are
your expenses.
Get the word out about your product through advertising.
Set your price and sell your product. The money you get from
your sales is your revenue.
Treat your customers well.
You will need to make tough business decisions as you deal
with the ups and downs of your business.
Carefully track your expenses and revenue to see if you make a
profit or have a loss.

Activity: Hot Dog Stand Game

25

min.

Students Open a Hot Dog Stand

•

Tell students they will now play a game to experience the basic
business tasks of a Hot Dog Stand owner.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
JA Our Region®

HOT DOG STAND GAME BOARD
Task

1

Task

• all natural •

2

SUPER
DOGS

Task

3

Buy Your Supplies.

Record your expenses
on your Money Tracker.

Buy Your Advertising.

Record your expenses
on your Money Tracker.

Set Your Price and
Sell Your Hot Dogs.

Record your revenue
on your Money Tracker.

Task

4

hot
dog
veggie
dog

Task

5

Treat Your Customers Well.
Get Tips.

Record your tip revenue
on your Money Tracker.

Deal with the Ups and
Downs of Your Business.

2

4

5

$ .50 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$1.50 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$2.00 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$ .75 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$1.75 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$5.00 EXPENSE

$15.00 EXPENSE

$20.00 EXPENSE

$7.50 EXPENSE

$17.50 EXPENSE

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

Make and mail
advertisement
postcards.

Make and hang
advertisement
posters.

Post on free
Internet
Web pages.

Make and hand
out advertisement
fliers.

Hand out bite-size
samples.

Ask friends and
family to spread
the word.

$4.00 EXPENSE

$1.00 EXPENSE

$0.00 EXPENSE

$2.00 EXPENSE

$4.00 EXPENSE

$0.00 EXPENSE

1

2

3

4

5

6

$2.50 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$3.00 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$3.50 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$4.00 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$3.75 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$2.75 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$25.00 REVENUE

$30.00 REVENUE

$35.00 REVENUE

$40.00 REVENUE

$37.50 REVENUE

$27.50 REVENUE

1

2

3

4

5

6

$4.00 in Tips
REVENUE

$7.00 in Tips
REVENUE

$5.00 in Tips
REVENUE

$6.00 in Tips
REVENUE

$5.50 in Tips
REVENUE

$6.50 in Tips
REVENUE

1

Record your extra expense
or revenue on your
Money Tracker.

3

¡¡

1

$1.00 per hot dog
X 10 hot dogs

$10.00 EXPENSE

2

3

4

5

6

You’ve been
robbed.

New supplier
offers you a
cash discount.

Replace broken
equipment.

Extra sales
and tip from
a private party.

Add new
equipment to
expand business.

Some supplies
spoiled and must
be replaced.

$1.00 EXPENSE

$2.00 REVENUE

$3.00 EXPENSE

$10.00 REVENUE

$2.00 EXPENSE

$2.50 EXPENSE

Task

6

Record your profit
or loss on your
Money Tracker.

INSTRUCTIONS:
• Form groups of three or four players.
• Each group needs a game board and a die; each player needs a game piece and a
Hot Dog Stand Money Tracker.

• After all players have completed a Task, play starts over with the next Task.
• Two or more players can occupy the same space at the same time.
• Record expenses and revenue on the Hot Dog Stand Money Tracker.

• Place all game pieces on the START arrow.
• Roll the die to see who goes first—the lowest number starts play. Play continues clockwise.

• Once play is complete for Tasks 1-5, finish the math on your Tracker to show a profit or loss.
• To play the game again, return to the START position. Flip over your Hot Dog Stand Money
Tracker to track your expenses and revenue.

• Each player rolls the die once per Task.

©2018 Junior Achievement USA, E433 Hot Dog Stand Game Board, Session 3

•

Demonstrate how the Hot Dog Stand Game Board and the
accompanying Hot Dog Stand Money Tracker work before
distributing materials. Display the game board and money
tracker digitally if possible. (Have students write their names
on their money trackers.)

Point to the Hot Dog Stand Game Board and read aloud the
instructions.

JA Our Region®

HOT DOG STAND
MONEY TRACKER

Place all game pieces on the START arrow.

Name ___________________________

INSTRUCTIONS:

Fill in the blanks to track your expenses and revenue as you play the Hot Dog Stand
Game. Total your expenses and revenue to show a profit or loss.

TASK 1
Buy Your Supplies.

TASK 2
Buy Your Advertising.

EXPENSES

REVENUE

$__ __ . __ __

$__ __ . __ __

+

+

$__ __ . __ __

$__ __ . __ __

TASK 4

Expenses

Revenue

Treat Your
Customers Well.
Get Tips.

=

=

$__ __ . __ __

$__ __ . __ __

Revenue
Expenses

• all natural •

SUPER
DOGS

-

=

$__ __ . __ __
$__ __ . __ __

Total Revenue
$__ __ . __ __

Record your extra
expense or revenue.

=

ADD if it is a revenue; SUBTRACT if it is an expense.

TASK 6

$__ __ . __ __

Profit
or
Loss

Roll the die to see who goes first—the lowest number
starts play. Play continues clockwise.
Each player rolls the die only once per Task. After all
players have completed a Task, play starts over with the
next Task.

TASK 5

$__ __ . __ __

hot
dog
veggie
dog

TASK 3
Set Your Price and
Sell Your Hot Dogs.

Profit or Loss?

(Circle one)

Two or more players can occupy the same space at the
same time.

©2018 Junior Achievement USA, E434 Hot Dog Stand Money Tracker, Session 3
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Record expenses and revenue on the Hot Dog Stand
Money Tracker. Once play is complete for Tasks 1–5,
finish the math on your tracker to show a profit or loss.
Flip over the Money Tracker to play the game again if
time allows.

•

Separate the class into groups of three or four students.
Distribute the game packs you prepared before the session.
Each pack should contain one die, four game pieces (four colors),
and a money tracker for each student.

•

Start play. After 15 minutes or so, poll the groups to determine
the amount of their profit or loss.

•

Wrap-up the session with the following questions:
What natural resources would you need to open a hot
dog stand?
Possible answers: water, natural gas, beef, fruits, vegetables
What capital resources would you need?
Possible answers: money, cart, supply truck, warehouse-tostore cart, appliances, grill, pots and pans
What human resources would you need?

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Possible answers: loan officer, someone to run the stand,
supplier, accountant

5

Transition

min.

Transition from Business Tasks to Problem Solving

32

•

Remind students that to remain profitable, entrepreneurs need
to earn more in revenue than what they spend in expenses.

•

Tell students that during Session Four, they will learn how to
solve business problems that an entrepreneur may face.

•

You may wish to take a 5–10 minute break at this point and allow
students to stand and stretch. Plan on taking two breaks during
your JA in a Day.

Session Three | JA Our Region | JA in a Day
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SESSION FOUR: ENTREPRENEURS
SOLVE PROBLEMS
Overview
In this 35–40 minute session, students are introduced to the
complex world of business problem solving.

Objectives
Students will be able to:

•
•

Apply a business problem-solving process.
Recognize that there are potential risks and rewards to business
decisions.

Materials
1 Junior Achievement
Banner

32 Problem-Solver
Bookmarks

32 Table Tents

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
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So

reward

4 Vocabulary Flash
Cards (s–v; digital asset
available)

Problem-Solver Catcher
Separate the
instructions from
the sheet. Place the sheet
facedown (you should be
looking at the back of
the square).

Unfold
the
paper.

Bring the
bottom
corner to the upper
right to form a
triangle. Crease.

Fold all four
corners to
meet at the
center.

Bring
the other
two corners
together to
form a triangle.
Crease.

Unfold
the
paper.

Flip the
square over.
Fold each
corner to
the center.

Fold the new square
in half. Unfold the
square and fold it in half
the other way.

Slip
fingers
into the
pockets.
Open and
close the
catcher.

32 Pens or Pencils (not
included)

Preparation

•
•

See page 14 for tips on how to prepare for this session.
Reminder: Prepare a sample Problem-Solver Catcher (see
instructions on page 36).

Recommended Time
A JA in a Day session typically takes 35–40 minutes to complete. If
needed, ask the teacher to help you keep track of the time.
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15

Introduction

min.

•

Your notes

Tell students that in this session, they will learn that business
owners solve problems by weighing the risks and rewards of their
decisions.
A business can face many problems and challenges. Can
you think of two?
Possible answers: competition, product shortage, a bad economy,
workers’ strike, a supply delay, weak profits, bad weather

Problem-Solving Exercise

•

Perform the following business problem-solving exercise in pairs,
groups, or as a class. Students will use the first three boxes on the
back of the bookmark for this JA in a Day session.
1. Distribute the Problem-Solver Bookmarks.
2. Explain that the back of the bookmark lists steps to help solve
a business problem or challenge.
3. Have students recall the Hot Dog Stand game they played in
the last session. Suggest a problem the business might have.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
Let’s imagine that your Hot Dog stand runs out of hot dogs
and your supplier can’t make a delivery this week.

Consider sharing
a problem-solving
experience you have
had at work or with your
business.

4. Write the problem on the board. Have students write the
problem in Step 1 on their bookmarks.
5. Brainstorm possible solutions as a class. Have students write
them in Step 2.
Possible solutions: close the stand for the week, drop the price
and sell something else, offer a free drink or a discount coupon
for a future visit
6. Display or project the risk and reward flash cards and define
the terms.
Risk is the chance of loss or failure.

risk

reward

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425t Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 4

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425s Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 4

Reward is what is gained when making a decision.
7. Discuss the possible risks and rewards of any of the solutions
mentioned.
Possible answers: (risk) the business loses money, customers buy
from another vendor, free drinks and coupons mean less profit

34
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Possible answers: (reward) customers try your other products,
customers appreciate the free drink or discount coupon
8. Agree on the best solution to the problem and write it on the
board. Have students write it (or one of their choosing) in
Step 3 on the bookmark. Emphasize that no one can predict
every risk and reward to a problem.
Was it hard or easy to come up with a decision? Why?
Would asking others for help when making an important
decision be a good idea? Why or why not?
Are there other steps that would make decision making
easier for a business?

•

Tell students they will now apply this problem-solving method to
a business problem.

Activity: Problem-Solver Catcher
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20

min.

•

Tell students they will work in pairs and use a foldable handout
to help them make business decisions.

•

Demonstrate how the activity works before distributing the
handouts. Display the Problem-Solver Catcher handout. Show
the instructional video on how to fold the catcher if available.

•

Hold up the catcher you pre-folded before class for students to
see. Tell students they will each get a catcher to fold.
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Problem-Solver Catcher
Separate the
instructions from
the sheet. Place the sheet
facedown (you should be
looking at the back of
the square).

Unfold
the
paper.

Bring the
bottom
corner to the upper
right to form a
triangle. Crease.

Flip the
square over.
Fold each
corner to
the center.

Fold all four
corners to
meet at the
center.

Bring
the other
two corners
together to
form a triangle.
Crease.

Unfold
the
paper.
Fold the new square
in half. Unfold the
square and fold it in half
the other way.

Today, you will pretend to open a lemonade stand.
The price for your lemonade is $2.00 a cup. The price is
printed on the catcher.

Slip
fingers
into the
pockets.
Open and
close the
catcher.

•

Display or project price using the flash card and define the term.
Price is the amount charged for a good or service.

price
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425u Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 4

supply
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425v Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 4

•

Display or project supply using the flash card and define the term.
Supply is the amount of a good or service that is
available for sale.
Unfortunately, you face a supply problem. Your
lemonade stand has run out of lemons.
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2–3

Transition

min.

Transition from Problem Solving to Global Supply Chains

•

Remind students that entrepreneurs must solve complex
problems and challenges. Business owners must find workable
solutions by weighing risks and rewards and tracking the
outcome of their decisions.

•

Tell students that during Session Five they will examine
how large businesses handle the same problems as smaller
businesses but on a much larger scale.

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
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SESSION FIVE: ENTREPRENEURS GO GLOBAL
Overview
In this 35–40 minute session, students demonstrate the supply
chain through a hands-on manufacturing and trade experience.

Objectives
Students will be able to:

•

Recognize the interdependence of resource providers,
businesses, and consumers.

•

Apply the supply chain to a manufacturing example.

Materials
1 Junior
Achievement
Banner

World Flag Match
Draw a line to match each supply chain country with
its flag.

China

JA Our Region®
Name ________________________________

Supply Chain Flier

Brazil

32 Supply Chain
Fliers

Japan

Ireland

8 Supply Chain
Computer
Assembly Sheets

32 Table Tents
Mexico

Germany

South Korea

United States

Canada

32 Certificates of
Achievement

Dear Parent or Caregiver:

Augmented Reality Activity 2: Have your child match the
supply chain countries with their national flags. Point your
phone’s camera to the World Flag Match activity. Tap on a
country and then the country’s flag to make a match.

3 Vocabulary Flash
Cards (w–y; digital
asset available)
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, E438 Supply Chain Flier,
Session 5

Have extra fun with this flier and Junior Achievement’s new augmented
reality (AR) mobile app. It’s fun, and it’s free!
● Go to iTunes or the Google Play store. Search to find JA Interactive.
Then, download the app to your phone or tablet.
● Tap on the app to open it. When the app opens for the first time, it
will ask if it can use your camera. Tap “yes.” Then, you’re all set.
● Find the first AR activity on the inside of the flier. The second one
appears on the back cover.

1 Supply Chain
Sticker Sheet Set
(a–i; 72 pieces)

Use Adobe Acrobat Reader. File expires 8/15/2020
supplier

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425w Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 5

1 What Does an
Entrepreneur
Look Like? Poster
(digital asset
available)

32 Entrepreneur
Eraselets

32 Pens or Pencils
(not included)

Preparation
See page 15 for tips on how to prepare for this session.

Recommended Time
A JA in a Day session typically takes 35–40 minutes to complete. If
needed, ask the teacher to help you keep track of the time.
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10

Introduction

min.

This is the final session of the JA Our Region program.

Your notes

•

Remind students that so far they have learned about
entrepreneurs and businesses. Today, they will learn about the
complex world of running a large business.

•

Distribute the Supply Chain Fliers. Have students write their
names on their fliers.

•

Share with students that collecting, making, and selling products
is complex for a business. Resources often have to be brought in
from other regions or countries.

•

Have students open their fliers. Ask them to find the seven
supply chain links found printed across the top of the page and
circle each one. The seven links are Collect Raw Materials, Make
Equipment, Transportation, Manufacturing, Distribution, Sales, and
Purchase.

ag Match

upply chain country with

JA Our Region®
Name ________________________________

Supply Chain Flier

2: Have your child match the
eir national flags. Point your
lag Match activity. Tap on a
flag to make a match.

Dear Parent or Caregiver:

Introduce New Vocabulary

● Go to iTunes or the Google Play store. Search to find JA Interactive.
Then, download the app to your phone or tablet.
● Tap on the app to open it. When the app opens for the first time, it
will ask if it can use your camera. Tap “yes.” Then, you’re all set.
● Find the first AR activity on the inside of the flier. The second one
appears on the back cover.

•

Have extra fun with this flier and Junior Achievement’s new augmented
reality (AR) mobile app. It’s fun, and it’s free!

Display or project the supply chain flash card. Ask if anyone can
define or describe a supply chain based on the information they
read in the flier.
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or Achievement USA, E438 Supply Chain Flier,

Presenting Tip
An augmented reality
learning app is available
for the How the Supply
Chain Works and World
Flag Match activities in
the Supply Chain Flier.
See the AR instructions
found on the flier for
more information.

supply chain
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425x Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 5

supplier

A supply chain is the system of changing resources into
goods or services and getting them to the buyer.

•

Share with students that a supplier helps other businesses get
what they need to create a good or service.

•

Display or project the supplier flash card.
A supplier is someone whose business it is to supply a
service or good to other businesses.

•

Tell students that big businesses also are interdependent,
meaning they depend on workers and suppliers outside of their
companies.

©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425w Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 5
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•
interdependence
©2019 Junior Achievement USA, JA Our Region® E425y Vocabulary Flash Card, Session 5

Hold up or project the interdependence flash card. Ask if
students have heard of the word interdependence and invite
them to define it.
Interdependence is when individuals or groups depend
on one another.

•

Help students understand interdependence by using schools as
an example.
¡¡

¡¡

•

Schools are community businesses. Schools are
interdependent on textbook publishers for books and
magazines, and food companies for lunches, drinks, and
snacks.
Schools also depend on manufacturers to produce the desks,
chairs, chalkboards, pencils, and drinking fountains that are
needed, and the buses that provide transportation to and
from school.

Ask students to put aside their fliers and get ready to
demonstrate how a supply chain works.

Activity: Supply Chain Demonstration

20

min.
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Student Groups “Build” Computers

•
•

Explain the activity before handing out materials.

•

Explain that computers are made of dozens of parts. Many of
these parts come from countries around the world.

•

Tell students you will group them into eight countries and that
each country has a computer part to sell. Each group’s goal is to
assemble one computer by collecting one part (a sticker) from
each country.

Tell students that they will demonstrate how a supply chain
works by acting as a business in a country that makes and sells
computers.

Set Up the Activity
1. Organize the students into eight groups.
2. Give each group a Supply Chain Sticker Sheet and a Supply
Chain Computer Assembly Sheet.
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Presenting Tip
For today’s activity, ask
the teacher to act as the
ninth country with the
“missing” computer part.

3. Important! Give the teacher a “missing part” sticker sheet to keep
it out of the students’ sight.
4. Ask a representative from each group to identify their country
and the part they will supply before you begin the activity.
5. Important! Have one person in each group remain in place to
supply stickers.
6. Begin the activity.
7. At some point in the activity, students will realize they are
missing a part (a sticker) and cannot complete building their
computers.
8. Give students a few minutes to figure out the problem, and then
distribute the missing computer part so the groups can complete
their computers.

Computer Part Table
Computer Part

Where it Came From/Label

Digital pen

Canada

Keyboard

United States

Screen

South Korea

Speakers

Germany

Hard drive

Mexico

Power supply

Ireland

Mouse

Japan

Printer

Brazil

All other parts (software, memory,
fan, video card)

China
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Debrief the activity with the students.
How well did the supply chain work?
Possible answers: not very well, pretty good except for one part
How did you feel when you couldn’t finish building your
computer?
Possible answers: confused, frustrated, helpless, determined to
find the part
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Did you consider solutions to acquire the missing part?
What were they?
Possible answers: no, I should get what I ordered; yes, I
checked my sheet to make sure the problem wasn’t me; yes, I
considered doing without the part and selling the computer at
a discount

10

Program Wrap-Up

min.

•

Review the traits of an entrepreneur using the What Does an
Entrepreneur Look Like? Poster.

•

Name other important concepts students learned throughout
today’s program.
¡¡

Concepts include how entrepreneurs use regional resources
to create a product or service, the relationship between
profit, revenue, and expenses, business problem solving, and
the supply chain.

•
•
•

If you have extra time, review the vocabulary flash cards.

•

Tell students that the Eraselet was created by Audrey McCain, a
second-grader. Audrey came up with the idea to create an eraser
bracelet so she would never be without an eraser.

•

Finally, distribute the Certificates of Achievement. Shake
hands with the students. Encourage them to share the certificate
with their families. Remind students of the Augmented Reality
(AR) feature in the Supply Chain Flier that they can do with their
families as well.

Tell students you have enjoyed spending the day with them.
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Presenting Tip
Have students sign the
JA Banner for you to
keep as a reminder of
your time with them.
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Distribute the Entrepreneur Eraselets. The Eraselet is a
bracelet with an eraser on the inside. Demonstrate by twisting
the bracelet inside-out.
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Reminder
Program Survey

•

At the program’s conclusion, you may access an online survey at
https://www.juniorachievement.org/web/programs/resources
to give feedback about your experience. Select JA Our Region
and then Surveys. Please take a moment to complete the
survey. Your comments will help improve the quality of Junior
Achievement programs.
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Glossary
advertising persuading customers to buy a good
or service

natural resources things that occur naturally, such
as air, water, minerals, and trees

business an organization that makes a product
or performs a service that is sold to people, other
businesses, and the government

price the amount charged for a good or service

capital resources buildings, tools, and machines that
businesses use
customer a person who buys something
entrepreneur a person who uses resources to start
a business
expense money spent for something
goods items that can be bought or sold
human resources people who do the work that
businesses need
innovation a new device or a new way of doing
something
interdependence when individuals or groups
depend on one another

profit when a business makes more money in sales
than it spends on expenses
region any geographic area, place, or space
resource something that is used to produce a good
or service
revenue money earned from sales
reward what is gained from making a decision
risk the chance of loss or failure
services work done for others, such as haircuts or car
repairs
supplier someone whose business it is to supply a
service or good to other businesses
supply the amount of a good or service that is
available for sale
supply chain the system of changing resources into
goods or services and getting them to the buyer
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invent to make or think of something that did not
exist before

loss when a business pays more in expenses than it
makes in sales
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trait a special quality or characteristic
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Common Core Standards by Session
The Common Core State Standards Initiative is a state-led effort
coordinated by the National Governors Association Center for
Best Practices and the Council of Chief State School Officers.
© 2018. All rights reserved.
Common Core ELA and Mathematics Standards Grade 4

Sessions:

1

2

3

4

5

RI. Reading for Informational Text
Rl.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
Rl.4.2 Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details;
summarize the text.

●

●

●

Rl.4.3 Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or
technical text.

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

Rl.4.4 Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words or
phrases in a text relevant to a grade 4 topic or subject area.

●

●

●

●

●

Rl.4.7 Interpret information presented visually, orally or quantitatively and explain how
the information contributes to understanding of the text in which ii appears.

●

●

●

●

●

W. Writing
W.4.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and
information clearly.

●

●

W.4.8 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information
from print and digital sources; take notes and categorize information, and provide a
list of sources.

●

●
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SL. Speaking and Listening
SL.4.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups,
and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 4 topics and texts, building on others
ideas and expressing their own clearly.

●

SL.4.2 Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or information presented in diverse
media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
SL.4.3 Identify reasons and evidence a speaker provides to support particular points.

●

●
●

L.4.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience in an organized
manner, using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas
or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace.
L.4.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and
usage when writing or speaking.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

L.4.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

L.4.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading,
or listening.

●

●

●

●

●

L.4.5 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and
phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.

●

●

●

●

●

L.4.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domainspecific words and phrases.

●

●

●

●

●
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Common Core ELA and Mathematics Standards Grade 4

Sessions:

1

2

3

4

5

Mathematical Practices
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

●

●

●

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.

●

●

●

●

3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.

●

●

4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically

●

●
●

●

6. Attend to precision.

●

7. Look for and make use of structure.

●

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

●

●

●

NBT. Number and Operations in Base Ten
NBT.4.4 Fluently add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers using the standard
algorithm.

●

NF. Numbers and Operations-Fractions
NF.4.7 Compare two decimals to hundredths by reasoning about their size. Recognize
that comparisons are valid only when the two decimals refer to the same whole.

●
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